
JULY 2, 2020 – By JEFF MEISSNER

Learning To Live a Different Way
I hope this quarterly newsletter finds you and your 
loved ones healthy during this unprecedented time 
in our history. At Balanced Asset Management, we 
are taking the highest level of precautions to make 
sure we safeguard your health and safety. As most 
of you know, we have halted all in-person meet-
ings in our new office space since March. We have 
shifted seamlessly to 100% phone reviews in place 
of the face to face meetings that we have been 
conducting over the past 31 years. Don and I also 
had to make the tough, yet necessary decisions 
to postpone all of our large get-togethers such as 
Client Night, Golf Outings and The End of Summer 
Celebration until 2021. We just want to do every-
thing we can to keep all of you and all of us as 
healthy as possible. After all, it doesn’t make much 
sense to spend all of these years planning for all of 
your financial futures and then take unnecessary 
risks that put those futures in jeopardy.

Quick & Easy Phone Review
Take advantage, if you haven’t already, of a phone 
meeting to catch you up on your current account 
values. I think you will be surprised at how well 
you are doing. We can also discuss how we are po-
sitioning your investments and the new investment 
strategies that are now available to you. The re-
view is a great way to get answers to any questions 
or concerns that might be on your mind. There are 
probably many, since all of us have nothing to do 
but sit around and think about things.
 I believe that Don set a Balanced Asset Man-
agement record in April for the most review meet-
ings in a month! Because it was such a tumultuous 
time, we wanted to reach out to as many of you 

as possible. You should now know that we have 
been getting back to the process that has been in 
place for the last three decades, with a couple of 
updates brought on by COVID. The biggest change 
is that all meetings will be via phone until the 
world becomes a safer place. The Review Reminder 
postcards have started to be mailed out again and 
we have been supplementing them with an email 
version. In addition to calling Amy at the office to 
schedule a phone review, we also offer online sched-
uling via our website (see details below). Prior to 
your meeting you will be receiving your investment 
report via mail, just like you have in the past. So 
back to business as usual, with a few new twists. 
 
Scheduling – By DON QUALTERS

We launched our on-line scheduling feature three 
months ago and it has been a great success! Many 
of you have given us positive feedback regarding 
the ease of scheduling an appointment. If you have 
not yet tried the on-line feature, we encourage you 
to do so. The process is simple:
• Visit balancedassetmanagement.com 
• Click Schedule an Appointment at the top 
 of the page
• You will see a disclaimer and then select Click  
 here to proceed
• Select Client Account Phone Review - this will  
 bring up a calendar 
• Select a date that works for you
• Select a time that works for you from the 
 available times listed
• Click Continue
• Fill out your personal information (name,  
 email & the phone number that we should call  
 for the review)
• Click Done
As always, if you would prefer to call and schedule 
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your appointment, please call Amy at the office 
(440) 925-3040. Also, if you need to drop some-
thing off at the office, please let Don or Amy know.
 
The Future
I remember during our review meetings in Janu-
ary and February many of you were talking about 
how you were not looking forward to all of the 
Presidential advertisements, debates and general 
mud slinging that we knew was ahead of us during 
2020. Little did we know that this pandemic 
would come along and overwhelm our entire way 
of life, while so far, pushing the election verbiage 
off of center stage.
 In my last newsletter, after only a few weeks of 
this pandemic, I made some predictions about how 
this virus was going to change our lives. Most of 
those assumptions have either come true or look as 
though they are on their way to becoming a part of 
our new way of life. I guessed correctly on full hos-
pitals, empty stadiums, spending more time with 
our families, fewer retail stores and restaurants 
closing. I was really wrong on one prediction. I 
thought home sales would plunge because of job 
losses and people staying at home. The opposite 
has happened. Houses are selling so quickly that 
we are in the middle of housing inventory moving 
to 20 year lows. It’s become a seller’s market while 
I predicted a buyer’s market!
 Household’s are now purchasing more than 
60% of the goods they consume on-line. I recently 
read a poll where 75% of Fortune 500 company 
CEO’s believe this pandemic will greatly increase 
their technology spending. Industries such as on-
line retail, communications, cloud computing and 
cyber-security are going to grow even more quickly 
than they were prior to this pandemic. Our lives 
have changed. Not just for this year or the foresee-
able future, but forever.

. . . . . . . . . . . . M A R K E T  W AT C H . . . . . . . . . . . . .

It’s been three months since my last newsletter. 

For all of April and May the stock market was 
on a strong upward trend because of the hopes 
that a reopening economy would put all of this 
behind us. The market rebounded from the 34% 
bashing it took in February and March when in  
two weeks our country went from the lowest level 
of unemployment we had seen in 50 years to the 
highest level seen in 90 years! By early June, hopes 
were high and the S&P 500 was hot,  but still well 
below it’s levels in mid February. The past sever-
al weeks have brought back some realities. The 
COVID cases and hospitalizations are rising in sev-
eral warm weather states which has forced some 
retail stores like Apple for instance, to re-close 
some of their stores. Many restaurants and bars 
have been ordered closed again here in Florida and 
in other hot spots around the country. In Texas, 
Arizona and Florida the trend has been shifted to 
a much younger demographic of positive cases. So 
the economic recovery has become delayed due to   
ongoing COVID fears and the stock market has 
given back part of it’s gains.

Active & Tax Aware Active Strategies
During times of crisis, all of our Active Strategies 
tend to shine and this pandemic is no exception. 
In February and March when the sky was falling, 
we were able to save your assets from following 
the markets straight down.  We moved to 100% 
cash faster than ever before because the S&P 500 
dropped faster than ever before. When the markets 
turned around quickly at the end of March, we 
couldn’t keep up because we were in cash. As you 
saw, we furiously added stock market exposure 
through all of April and May. We currently have 
about 42% in money markets in these two strate-
gies. So, as you can see, our Active Strategies help 
add a layer of risk management by seeking to miti-
gate declines when markets fall. Active management 
has also been shining for about the past month 
or so because the markets have been driven by 
very sector specific performance rather than broad 
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market returns when just about everything works 
well. There have certainly been, and will contin-
ue to be, winners and losers during this crisis, So 
far, the divergences have been quite pronounced 
and in the future some companies and maybe 
entire industries may not survive. Even though 
we have only 58% of your money invested at 
this time, these two strategies have been doing 
well compared to the general stock market over 
the past month. Technology has been the shining 
star during this period, posting positive returns 
while the S&P is decidedly in negative territory 
during the same period. Technology is our largest 
commitment in these strategies with over a 30% 
weighting. The only other categories that have 
positive year to date returns are Consumer Cycli-
cals, Communications and Health Care. We are 
currently overweight in all three of those areas 
and we don’t carry any other asset classes where 
we are overweight. 
 If you reread the last paragraph that I wrote 
in the section titled “The Future” above, you will 
see how all of this makes sense. The areas that will 
most benefit from this pandemic have been pro-
ducing big returns in the stock market. We hope 
this continues because we’re perfectly positioned 
right now. We have been doing well on both up 
market days and down market days because of our 
abundance of Technology and the other three cat-
egories highlighted above. On down days it’s also 
been beneficial to be holding 42% cash.

Active Plus
This strategy is always about one step more ag-
gressive than our Active Strategy. We have all the 
same themes in Active Plus as I identified above. 
The same four overweights. The only two differ-
ences in the strategies are we have 7% less cash 
here and that excess has been added to the Health 
Care sector. So we have a bit more Health Care in 
Active Plus than in Active.

Conservative Active
We are fully invested in this strategy, but we are 
being very cautious. 89% of the strategy is in-
vested in bonds or bond like investments. While 
we don’t own any stock funds, we currently have 
a 10% weighting in US stocks due to BlackRock 
Systematic Multi-Strategy owning a small percent-
age of stocks within their portfolio.

Alternative Active (NEW)
We are 100% invested here with a risk about equal 
to the S&P 500. Our guidelines for running this 
strategy are that we will be invested similar to the 
S&P most of the time. We won’t move as often as 
our other Active Strategies thus minimizing being 
whip-sawed in very violent markets. When we do 
move here, we move in much larger increments than 
our other strategies. To recap 2020, Alternative 
Active went from being fully invested in February 
and in two separate sweeping moves we were 100% 
invested in money markets. When the markets 
started rebounding, this was our quickest strategy 
to take advantage. While we have the same themes 
in this strategy as in our other Active Strategies, we 
are a bit more diversified here because we are fully 
invested. We don’t have 30-40% cash to balance 
us out here as we do in the other strategies. As you 
would guess, our largest holding is Technology and 
it makes up about one third of the strategy. 
 
Mix and Match
At the bottom of page one you are able to compare 
the different risk levels we are currently taking in 
each of our five Active Strategies. Please call or 
email us if you would like to have a conversation 
about these strategies and what mix of them might 
fit you most perfectly.

. . . . . . . . . T H E  L I G H T E R  S I D E . . . . . . . . .

A good friend of mine recently emailed this to me. I 
hope it brings a smile to your face the way it did mine.
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Success:
At age 4 success is...   Not piddling in your pants
At age 12 success is... Having friends
At age 17 success is... Having a driver’s license
At age 35 success is... Having money
At age 50 success is... Having money
At age 70 success is... Having a driver’s license
At age 75 success is... Having friends
At age 80 success is... Not piddling in your pants

Traveling During a Pandemic 
A few weeks ago I had the unenviable task of trav-
eling from Florida to Ohio and back during these 
stressful times. Jan and I had to make a decision on 
my apartment of the past five years in Crocker Park. 
As most of you know, about a year after we built 
our home in Florida, we decided to sell our house in 
Avon, Ohio. Because I needed a place to call home 
during the two or three weeks of every month that 
I was in Westlake, we weighed our options and set-
tled on Crocker Park. It turned out to be a great de-
cision. When I was in town, I could walk to work, 
eat at all of the handy restaurants and have access 
to a couple of grocery stores. I had my perfect 
bachelor pad when I was in town. I was in Westlake 
for most of January and early February this year 
and Don and I met with many of you in our brand 
new offices. I no sooner had flown back to Florida 
and this pandemic hit us all. I had to cancel my trips 
up north in March and April because it wasn’t safe 
to fly and there really wasn’t a reason to be there. 
We had discontinued all meetings in the office and 
were now conducting all of them by phone. It was 
frustrating because I continued to pay for the apart-
ment and utilities even though I hadn’t been within 
a thousand miles of it for four months. Worse than 
that, we were quickly coming to the realization that 
we probably wouldn’t be having meetings in the 
office for many, many months to come. Being the 

analytical guy that I am, I came to the conclusion 
we had already thrown about $12,000 away with 
the prospects of that number climbing to more than 
$30,000 before I would ever set foot in the apart-
ment again. I quickly decided that when sometime 
in the future we could start office appointments 
again, that I could rent a whole lot of hotel rooms 
with the $30,000 of savings.
 We needed to pull the plug. But how? I didn’t 
want to fly and I didn’t want to stay in hotel 
rooms on the two day drive in each direction. I 
decided we should just drive straight through. 
No stops. We had done that one time many years 
ago and Jan was not a fan. This time she used the 
lame excuse that her “back just couldn’t take it.” 
So I recruited our son Brad, who had just finished 
his Masters in Data Analytics and he was up for 
the challenge. I hired a mover, and we drove the 
1,152 miles in a record 17 hours. Including four 
bathroom stops. We wore our masks and gloves 
whenever we would get out of the car. Jan packed 
sandwiches so we wouldn’t have to stop for food 
and we arrived in Westlake before dark on a 
Thursday. For three days we packed up everything 
in the apartment and the movers loaded it all up 
on Monday. At 3am Tuesday, Brad and I were 
back on the road, heading south this time. 17 
hours later we were back in our homes.
 A week later the movers showed up and Jan 
and I had to incorporate all of that stuff into our 
house, Brad’s house and a storage unit. The big-
gest benefit, besides stopping the outflow of cash 
toward unused rent, was that for the first time in 
over ten years all of my office files are in one place! 
No more working out of a briefcase when I am in 
my office here in Florida. No more duplicate files 
in both offices. My job has become easier over the 
past several weeks. Who knew having everything 
in one place would simplify my life?
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